
Serien Lighting
Jones black

Schirmdurchmesser

34 cm

45 cm

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer Serien Lighting

Designer Uwe Fischer

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

material
aluminum, Borosilicate glass, glass,
Textile

height adjustment height adjustable

dimming Push button dimmer at the light rod

Wattage 38 W

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index >97

Luminous flux in lm 3,500

Color temperature in
Kelvin

2,700 extra warm white

shade color white

Shade height 34 cm

lamp stand dimensions ∅ 33 cm

bulb exchange on site itself

Description

This Serien Lighting Jones floor lamp can be continuously adjusted in height
and thus used for different lighting. The lamp can be adjusted in height via two
push button dimmers on the lamp rod. When the lamp rod is pushed
upwards, the lamp can be used as a ceiling floodlight, as the light is mainly
emitted to the ceiling. In the middle range of the height adjustment, the light is
emitted diffusely into the room as well as directly downwards and upwards.
When pushed down, most of the light is emitted downwards, ideal for a
reading lamp.

The Jones floor lamp comes with an orange glass insert that can be easily
inserted into the lamp shade if required. This illuminates the white lamp
shade in colour. The lamp can be switched and dimmed via a third push
button dimmer on the lamp rod. The lamp is available with two shade
diameters: 34 cm and 45 cm. For both lamps, the shade is 34 cm high. The
lamp with the smaller shade diameter is height-adjustable from 155 cm to 171
cm, the larger version from 152 cm to 172 cm. A replaceable LED is integrated
as a light source if required.
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